Pattern formation in early insect embryogenesis - data calling for modification of a recent model.
A mathematical model of biological pattern formation based upon lateral inhibition has recently been applied by Meinhardt to insect embryogenesis. This model has stimulated a re-evaluation of previous results, and new experiments designed to test the validity of the model. Split u.v. dose experiments with eggs of the chironomid midge Smittia show that the effective targets for the production of the aberrant 'double abdomen' are not subject to the rapid turnover which is required by the model in its currently published version. Certain types of segment pattern, and differences in the length of segments as predicted by the model could not be observed. Other data conflict with the rather unusual type of photoreversal and the particular view of determination associated with the model. The model can be reconciled with part of the conflicting data if the effective targets for double abdomen induction are regarded as morphogen-producing structures, rather than the morphogen itself which specifies the segment pattern (Meinhardt, personal communication). This version of the model, however, is still at variance with some of the data discussed here. A complementary explanation is proposed taking into account relevant aspects of homoeotic transformations.